Red Hat Enterprise Linux Software Certification

Introduction

To help meet the demands of today’s enterprise customers, Red Hat offers a certification for software vendor’s non-containerized applications on the Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 8 hybrid cloud platform. Building and certifying your application on Red Hat Enterprise Linux is a recommended practice and can be an important differentiator for your product and company.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8

Red Hat Enterprise Linux is the industry-leading Linux, providing the foundation for next-generation architectures, with support for all major hardware platforms and thousands of commercial and custom applications. And it is the foundation for Red Hat OpenShift® and Red Hat OpenStack®.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 is the intelligent operating system for hybrid cloud. Modern IT is hybrid IT. But turning a sprawling ecosystem—from traditional datacenters to public cloud services—into a true hybrid environment requires a few things. Scaling as needed. Moving workloads seamlessly. Developing and managing applications that run anywhere. Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 makes this all possible. And now it includes predictive analytics and remediation with the availability of Red Hat Insights for all active subscriptions.

Certify your software on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Software Certification is a simple self-service offering, featuring a downloadable test suite*, to certify that a software vendor’s commercial application interoperates with the Red Hat Enterprise Linux platform, in a secure manner, with best practices, and covered by collaborative support.

When you certify your application, a technical determination is made to confirm that best practices were used. This provides customer confidence and trust that when your application is deployed correctly on Red Hat Enterprise Linux, it is valid and supported by Red Hat. You also receive a membership with TSANet to ensure a joint supportability commitment.

Once certified, your certified application is listed in the Red Hat ecosystem catalog, which is available to all Red Hat customers.

Why certify?

Ensure platform integrity and application compatibility

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Software Certification offers technical verifications of the Red Hat Enterprise Linux platform with the vendor’s commercial application in runtime—this helps ensure the integrity and supportability of critical components on Red Hat Enterprise Linux such as the kernel, and Red Hat software packages. For more information on the technical verifications refer to the Red Hat Enterprise Linux application certification policy guide.
Greater market awareness

In addition to boosting trust in your product, Linux Software Certification gives technology partners access to go-to-market benefits and resources like:

- Publication in the Red Hat ecosystem catalog.
- Rights to use the Red Hat Certified technology logo.
- Qualification for co-branded marketing materials.
- Qualification for joint go-to-market initiatives.

Key benefits of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8

- Provides on-premise tooling to verify key components of supportability and best practices.
- No financial cost to Red Hat partner—enablement through easily obtained NFR subscription.
- Enables a secure and consistent foundation across all modern deployment models.
- Adds credibility to the enterprise market through technical verifications.
- Provides assurances that come with the establishment of a supportability structure through TSANet.org.
- Certified applications are published and promoted in the Red Hat ecosystem catalog.
- Provides an important foundational step toward enabling and adopting containerized workload.

A simple process to certify

The certification process is designed to be straightforward and requires minimal partner resources and time.

Step 1: Join Partner Connect at connect.redhat.com.
Step 2: Complete the project checklist.
Step 3: Execute test suite and submit the results to Red Hat for review and/or approval.
Step 4: Once approved, your certified software application is published in the Red Hat ecosystem catalog. Red Hat will publish the certified application listing to the Red Hat catalog, which reaches a wide range of customer markets showcasing the certified application.

Resources

- Visit Connect.redhat.com to become a partner and learn about the certification offering.
- Download the Red Hat Enterprise Linux Certification Policy Guide.
- Download the Red Hat Enterprise Linux Certification Workflow Guide.
- Need help building applications on Red Hat Enterprise Linux? Leverage the Developer Program.
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